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Introducing RAP and Rich

• RAP is a non-profit organization providing 
technical and educational assistance to 
government officials on energy and 
environmental issues. RAP staff have 
extensive utility regulatory experience. RAP 
technical assistance to states is supported by 
US DOE, US EPA and foundations.

– Richard Sedano directs RAP’s US Program. He 
was commissioner of the Vermont Department of 
Public Service from 1991-2001 and is an engineer.
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What Does This Rate Design Say?
What Does This Rate Design Say? 
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Eat more ice cream! 
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Matter



Foundation for Rate Design
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Bonbright Principles (plus RAP)

• Simple, 
understandable, 
publicly acceptable, 
feasible

• Clear interpretation

• Adequate revenue

• Revenue stability over 
time

• Rate stability

• Fairness

• No undue discrimination

• Efficiency – discourage 
waste while otherwise 
encouraging use

• Reflect non-priced 
externalities

• Encourage customer 
investment
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Inherent tension among these, judgment needed to resolve



Data Foundation: 
The Process of Retail Pricing

• Revenue requirement

• Class cost allocation

• Billing determinants
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Measuring Cost

• Embedded cost

– Historic-looking

• Long-run marginal

– Forward-looking, investment-oriented

• Short-run marginal

– Forward-looking, consumption-oriented
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Process Matters

• Historic test year

• Historic test year with known and 
measureable changes

• Forecasted test year

– Multi-year forecasted cost of service

• How rates change

– Rate case only

– mid-period adjustments built in
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Class Cost Allocation

• Laborious process
– Allocate costs of everything

– R, C, I subclasses (i.e., high-use res, multi-family)

• Do it straight – no subsidies at this stage

• After class costs of service are determined, 
if policy-driven subsidies are called for, 
they can be applied
– Low income or lifeline rates

– Economic development rates
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Subsidies

• Are fine

– If they are tied to public policy

• Meaning they are the result of some public 
decision

– And are explicit
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Elasticity Matters

• Higher avoidable costs will reduce 
consumption

• Lower avoidable costs will increase 
consumption

• See the appendix of RAP’s Rate Design 
Where Advanced Metering Infrastructure 
Has Not Been Fully Deployed
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http://raponline.org/document/download/id/6516


A Simple Residential Tariff
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Flat Usage Rates

• Represent averages for a class

• Do we want to distinguish any further?

– No, concerning urban/rural

– Yes or maybe concerning temporal or 
locational value-based distinctions

• Is it more efficient and better for all 
customers to distinguish any further?
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Illustrative Hourly Usage
of Residential End Uses
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Inclining Block Rates

• Cost-based

• Can represent strata of usage patterns

– Lights and appliances only (high load factor)

– Water heating (moderate load factor)

– Space conditioning (low load factor, peaky)
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Blocks Reflect Likely Load Factors
and Incremental Costs
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Temporal Distinctions: Seasonal, Time
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Mixing Time of Use and Inclining Block
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Three Basic Rate Designs
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Straight Fixed Variable Rates

• Prioritizes revenue adequacy over linking 
volumetric prices to long run marginal cost

– Recovery of embedded costs in customer charge

– Volumetric rates increasingly < LRMC

– Disconnects customer choices from utility 
outcomes, leading to more consumption, less 
customer investment and avoidable utility 
investments and higher long run costs
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Bill Impact of Three Rate Designs
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Actual Inclining Block Rates,
Western United States
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Developed in a New England Collaborative 

Typical 

Current 

Rate Design Inverted Rate

TOU Rate (Fixed 

time periods)

TOU plus 

Critical Peak 

Pricing

Baseline-

Referenced 

RTP

Market 

Indexed RTP

Residential
Flat Energy 

Charge

Default (if kwh-

only metering in 

place)

Default (if TOU 

meters in place)
Optional Not Available Not Available

Small 

Commercial   0 - 

20 kw demand

Flat Energy 

Charge
Not Available

Default (if TOU 

meters in place)
Optional Not Available Not Available

Medium 

General Service         

20 - 250 kw 

Demand 

Charge              

---                  

Flat Energy 

Charge                   

Not Available

Default (until 

interval metering 

installed)

Default (after 

interval metering 

installed)

Not Available Not Available

Large General 

Service       250 - 

2,000 kw

Demand 

Charge              

---                  

Flat Energy 

Charge    

Not Available Not Available Default  Optional Optional

Extra Large 

General Service  

>2000 kw

Demand 

Charge              

---                  

Flat Energy 

Charge    

Not Available Not Available Not Available
Customer Must Choose Between 

These Two Options

Matrix of Rate Design Options By Customer Class
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Peak Load Benefits of Different
Residential Rate Designs



Dynamic Rates and Testing

• Experiments that test customer reactions 
to different prices designs can build 
understanding

– Many of these are underway as part of ARRA 
smart grid grants

• Rigor is vital to learn lessons efficiently

• There is much new data from other states
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Lifeline Rates Can Maintain
a Consumption Price Signal
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• Some states use a percentage of income cap, which 
can promote consumption



How is the Customer Charge Set?
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What Belongs in the Fixed Charge?

•

The only distribution costs 
that are attributable to 
any particular customer 
are the meter and service 
drop, and billing costs.

A fixed charge that covers 
more than this diverges 
from long regulatory 
traditions.

The transformer must be 
sized to the combined load 
of a few customers.

The rest is sized to the 
combined load of many 
customers.
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How Should Poles and Wires Costs
Be Recovered?

• The distribution infrastructure 
is sized to the combined loads of 
all customers. Shared.

Adding (or losing) a customer 
does not change these costs.

They are built to deliver 
electricity (kWh).  All customers 
using them should share in the 
cost.

If combined peak demand 
changes, the system design 
would change.

Bi-directional kWh or a kW 
charge is appropriate.
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How Should Bulk Power Costs
Be Recovered?

Capacity requirements are 
driven by peak demand.

Baseload resources are 
built for energy.

Transmission is mostly 
associated with remote 
(baseload and renewable) 
generating plant.

TOU energy charge best 
follows the cost causation.
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Recovery of Fixed Costs
Through Volume

• Consider gasoline and the system to 
produce the raw product, refine and 
deliver to us

• Prioritize volumetric charge that 
represents long run marginal costs

– Because this associates customer 
consumption and investment choices with 
utility outcomes that affect all
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What About Demand Charges 
for Small Customers?

• Non coincident peak demand charges will 
not help the system and may hurt as 
customer move load to system peak

• Even if you can mark customer demand to 
coincident peak …

– Wires systems peak at varying times

– Also, reliability is becoming more of a
24/7/365 challenge with variable resources
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RAP Principles
(revenue adequacy remains a given)

• Forward looking, reflecting long run 
marginal cost of new resources

– Connect customer consumption and 
investment choices to utility outcomes

• Simple enough

• Concentrate on usage sensitive component

• Reflect temporal cost drivers

• Reflect societal costs
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Other Pricing Approaches of Note

• Vintage pricing

– Assigning newer units (more or less 
expensive) to newer load

• Resource-based

– Certain resources assigned in a certain way 
separate from the rest (shared, or assigned)

– Green pricing assigns certain renewable 
resources to subscribing customers, generally 
in kWh block, for some duration
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Other Important Rates

• Trackers or riders

• Industrial power factor adjustments

• Line extensions

• Standby rates

• Rates for customers to sell services 
(energy, capacity, ancillary services)
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http://raponline.org/document/download/id/7020


Riders
Mask Prices

Consumers See
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• And do all these 
need to be 
outside cost of 
service?



Tech Matters

• The meter as cash register

– With option for billing cycle data recording by 
hour

• More options open up with computing, 
communicating meters

– Owen will talk more about these
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Information Matters, Maybe More

• Customers benefit from actionable 
information that utilities have

• Please see our paper from July 2013:

Driving Building Efficiency with Aggregated 
Customer Data: A Brief Review of Selected State 
Practices in the U.S.
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//localhost/Driving Building Efficiency with Aggregated Customer Data/ A Brief Review of Selected State Practices in the U.S.


Stressors 

• Space conditioned buildings

• Peaky usage

• Energy efficiency

• Distributed generation
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http://raponline.org/document/download/id/6898


Pricing Important, But in Context
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About RAP

The Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP) is a global, non-profit team of experts that 
focuses on the long-term economic and environmental sustainability of the power 
and natural gas sectors. RAP has deep expertise in regulatory and market policies 
that:

 Promote economic efficiency
 Protect the environment
 Ensure system reliability
 Allocate system benefits fairly among all consumers

Learn more about RAP at www.raponline.org

rsedano@raponline.org


